INSTALLATION PRECAUTIONS/NOTES:
CAUTION:
DO NOT USE EXCESSIVE FORCE WHEN REMOVING
MIRROR FROM WINDSHIELD. THE WINDSHIELD BUTTON
MAY SEPARATE FROM THE WINDSHIELD OR THE
WINDSHIELD MAY BREAK.
 Do not use excessive force if removal of OE mirror button is necessary.
 Do not route wiring over sharp metal edges or allow to be pinched behind trim to avoid
causing an electrical short or break in the wire.
 Manufacturer/distributor is not responsible for installation-related damage to vehicle.
Screw mount mirror removal procedure (Toyota, Nissan, Select Ford, Select Honda,
Chrysler, GM):
Note that there are several versions of screw mount
mirror systems!!!
 Using a Philips screwdriver or #20 torx bit, loosen the screw in the
base of the mirror.
 After loosening screw, gently lift upward to slide mirror off of
mirror mount.

Wedge mount mirror removal procedure (Ford):
 Using a small 1/8” flat-blade screwdriver, insert the flat end into
opening at the bottom of the mirror mount at the windshield.
 Slide the screwdriver into the center of the mirror mount until
resistance is felt.
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 Gently apply a small amount of additional upward force to lift
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away locking spring in the mount.
 While still applying upward pressure with the screwdriver, grasp the mirror bracket and wiggle side to
side. Lift mirror up toward the headliner and off the windshield mount button.

Camlock/Twist Mount Mirror Removal procedure (VW, Most Honda, Most Hyundai):
 Grasp the base of the mirror.
 Rotate 90 degrees left or right. Remove mirror for twist mount.
 Slide mirror downward toward dash to remove for camlock
mount.

NOTE: If the Rydeen Mirror does not fit the mount on your windshield, it is possible that one of our
adapter plates may. It may also be possible that the mirror button will have to be replaced with one that is
compatible with the Rydeen Mirror (example: Fords built prior to 1996). If you need information concerning
one of Rydeen adapter plates or a mirror mounting kit, please call 1-877-777-8811 and speak with Rydeen
sales or technical support agent.

